MAY 2024
Cousins, Lucy – *Maisy Goes to the Eye Doctor*
Cummins, Lucy Ruth - *Dalmatian*
Davis, Gabriele - *Peaches*
De La Pena, Matt – *The Perfect Place*
Diesen, Deborah – *The Worry-Worry Whale and the Classroom Jitters*
DiTerlizzi, Angela – *The Curious Why*
Drouillard, Staci Lola – *A Family Tree*
Flett, Julie – *Let’s Go*
Garyn, Alexandra – *Maxine Gets a Job*
Gibb, David – *Two Wheels*
Gilstrop, Katie - *Penny Lu Porcupine*
Gross, Kelsey E. – *Summer: A Solstice Story*
Heikkila, Cecilia – *Finding the Way to Faraway Valley*
Henkes, Kevin – *Finding Things*
Hest, Amy – *Big Bear and Little Bear Go Fishing*
Hopkinson, Deborah – *On a Summer Night*
Jackson, Richard – *With Dad*
Killian, Alex – *This Table*
Najib, Amanda – *Lana Makes Purple Pizza*
Penfold, Alexandra – *Let’s Eat*
Peterson, Ellie – *Sandcastles Are Forever*
Rogers, Andrea L. – *When We Gather*
Rosenthal, Amy Krouse – *Mermaid Helper*
Seuss, Dr. – *If I Drove an Ice Cream Truck*
Sicuro, Aimee – *If You Spot a Shell*
Thompkins-Bigelow, Jamilah – *Sister Friend*
Vere, Ed – *The Elephant and the Sea*
Vernon, Katie – *We’re Having a Party (for Everyone!)*
Wade, Cleo – *May You Love and Be Loved*
Watson, Renee – *Summer Is Here*
Weber, Frank – *More Dung!: A Beetle Tale*
Winter, Jonah – *Bird Rehearsal*

JUNE 2024
Adusei, Denise Rosario – *Cesaria Feels the Beat*
Aguila, Maria Dolores – *Barrio Rising*
Bajaj, Varsha – *A Garland of Henna*
Beckmeyer, Drew – *The First Week of School*
Brantley-Newton, Vanessa – *Shake It Off!*
Burgess, Murry – *Sparrow Loves Birds*
Cepeda, Joe – *Sumo Libre*
Hughes, Hollie – *The Girl and the Mermaid*
Jenkins, Emily – *A Big Day for Bike*
Kemp, Laekan Zea – *Desert Song*
Lavoie, Laura – *Duck Duck Taco Truck*
Miller, Lulu – *Trucky Roads*
Pinkney, Brian – *Brandon and the Baby*
Rhodes, Jewell Parker – *Soul Step*
Rothman, Scott – *Bubble Gum Bison Needs a Bath*
Seales, Stephanie – *My Daddy Is a Cowboy*
Turnbull, Jenny – *Tate’s Wild Rescue*
Woodfolk, Ashley – *Beach Hair*
Woodward, Megan – *This Book Is Definitely Not Cursed*

JULY 2024
Bass, Lance – *Trick or Treat on Scary Street*
Belote, Ashley - *Sheepwrecked*
Colon, Justin – *The Quacken*
Edkins, Willis, Maggie – *Little Ghost Makes a Friend*
Funez, Rachel – *Sonia and the Super-Duper Disaster*
Hernandez, Karol – *I Am La Chiva*
Levine, Sara – *A Terrible Place for a Nest*
Lucido, Aimee – *Pasta Pasta Lotsa Pasta*
Ostow, Micol – *Supernatural: An Official Spooky Picture Book*
Savage, Stephen – *Rescue Cat*
Timms, Barry – *Griselda Snook’s Spectacular Books*